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Babin claimed that "Sculptures need to be felt, not described."[1] The face of
the Mask of a Young Girl is lightly brushed; the delicate model, only suggested,
is connected to a vision of the figure that is both structured and abstract. The
volumes of the forms, seen both frontally and in profile, are minimized.
Furthermore, the choice of a mask lends itself to a treatment closer to bas-relief
than to sculpture in the round. It's the frontal view that conveys the full
expression; here the life of the piece shines forth, calm, distant, but with a
sense of eternity.

The round face has high cheekbones, big eyes, and a snub nose, all features
that also characterize faces created by Charles Malfray, Babin's much admired
master.

Editioned in bronze, The Mask of a Young Girl also exists in terra-cotta.

[1] Babin cité par A. Barrère, 1967.


